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ABSTRACT: The mobility of toxic metals and the trans-
formation of organic pollutants in the environment are
influenced and in many cases even controlled by iron minerals.
Therefore knowing the factors influencing iron mineral
formation and transformation by Fe(II)-oxidizing and Fe-
(III)-reducing bacteria is crucial for understanding the fate of
contaminants and for the development of remediation
technologies. In this study we followed mineral formation by
the nitrate-reducing Fe(II)-oxidizing strain Acidovorax sp.
BoFeN1 in the presence of the crystalline Fe(III) (oxyhydr)-
oxides goethite, magnetite and hematite added as potential
nucleation sites. Mössbauer spectroscopy analysis of minerals
precipitated by BoFeN1 in 57Fe(II)-spiked microbial growth
medium showed that goethite was formed in the absence of mineral additions as well as in the presence of goethite or hematite.
The presence of magnetite minerals during Fe(II) oxidation induced the formation of magnetite in addition to goethite, while the
addition of humic substances along with magnetite also led to goethite but no magnetite. This study showed that mineral
formation not only depends on the aqueous geochemical conditions but can also be affected by the presence of mineral
nucleation sites that initiate precipitation of the same underlying mineral phases.

■ INTRODUCTION
Iron is one of the most ubiquitous elements in the earth's crust,
and its biogeochemical cycling influences organic contaminant
degradation as well as metalloid and heavy metal (im)-
mobilization in sediments and soils.1 Due to the low solubility
of ferric iron (Fe(III)) at neutral pH, minerals form when
dissolved ferrous iron (Fe(II)), which has a much higher
solubility than Fe(III) and therefore can exist at significant
concentrations at neutral pH, is oxidized to Fe(III). During this
process, heavy metals and metalloids such as U or As can be
coprecipitated with the iron minerals and thus are effectively
immobilized.1,2 However, the stability of microbially formed
Fe(III) minerals against microbial and chemical reduction and
dissolution varies considerably for different Fe(III) (oxyhydr)-
oxides such as ferrihydrite (Fe8.2O8.5(OH)7.4·3H2O, simplified
as Fe(OH)3), goethite (alpha-FeOOH), magnetite (Fe3O4) and
hematite (alpha-Fe2O3). Reductive dissolution of these
minerals can lead to remobilization of the sequestered
contaminants. Due to the different solubilities and reactivities
of the different Fe(III) minerals, an understanding of the
parameters controlling the identity of the minerals formed
during Fe(II) oxidation is important in assessing contaminant
behavior and development of remediation strategies. For
example, arsenic can be effectively removed from solution by
coprecipitation during microbially mediated Fe(II) oxidation.3

Depending on the stability of these solid phase As-bearing

Fe(III) (oxyhydr)oxides reduction by dissimilatory Fe(III)-
reducing bacteria (DIRB) may again release As into the
groundwater.4,5

In anoxic pH-neutral soils and sediments, iron redox
processes are driven to a large extent by microbial activity.6−8

DIRB can reduce a wide range of iron minerals including
poorly crystalline oxides which are frequently found in soils.5

Reoxidation of Fe(II) can occur chemically by oxygen or
enzymatically catalyzed by different Fe(II)-oxidizing bacteria
using oxygen or nitrate/nitrite as electron acceptor. Addition-
ally, Fe(II) can be oxidized abiotically by nitrite, a byproduct of
denitrifying bacteria. Depending on the habitat pH and redox
conditions, either aerobic, microaerophilic or anaerobic (light-
driven or nitrate-reducing) iron-oxidizing bacteria might
prevail. In anoxic sediments, nitrate-reducing, Fe(II)-oxidizing
bacteria can contribute to iron cycling and such bacteria have
indeed been isolated from different habitats ranging from fresh
water lake sediments to arsenic-rich aquifers.9−11

Biogenic iron minerals, formed either by DIRB or Fe(II)-
oxidizing bacteria, are particularly important for contaminant
remediation because (i) their small particle size provides a high
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surface area for sorption and redox reactions12,13 and (ii) their
ability to coprecipitate contaminant metals. For example As
immobilization was observed both during Fe(II) oxidation by
nitrate-reducing Fe(II)-oxidizing bacteria3,14 and during micro-
bial Fe(III) reduction due to secondary Fe-mineral formation.15

The identity and the properties of biogenic minerals are
strongly influenced by the geochemical conditions present
during their formation. For Fe(III)-reducing bacteria, the
influence of pH, the presence of dissolved ions such as
phosphate, carbonate, or silicate, the presence of humic
substances (HS) and extracellular polymeric substances, the
cell to mineral ratio and the microbial reduction rate has been
studied extensively.1,16−19 Recently, interest in the parameters
controlling mineral formation during microbial iron oxidation
has increased. So far studies investigating iron mineral
formation during microbial iron oxidation mainly focused on
the influence of pH, dissolved organic compounds, ions or trace
metals.20−25 For Acidovorax sp. BoFeN1, it was shown that the
identity of buffer used (bicarbonate or MOPS buffer) and the
presence of phosphate influenced the mineralogy23 and that the
presence of As changed both the crystallinity and identity of the
oxidation product.3 The presence of dissolved organic
compounds such as citrate, polysaccharides and HS was
shown to influence the surface properties and particle size of
the iron minerals formed during abiotic iron(III) hydrolysis and
Fe(III) mineral precipitation26,27 or even lead to a different
mineralization product upon microbial Fe(II) oxidation.23 In

natural environments such as soils and lake sediments, organic
compounds such as HS are ubiquitously present and are
therefore expected to influence the identity of microbial iron
oxidation products. During microbial Fe(III) reduction,
dissolved and solid-phase HS can shuttle electrons between
bacterial cells and mineral surfaces.28−31 HS can also inhibit the
growth of certain minerals or modify mineral transformation
products through surface sorption during microbial iron
reduction.17 HS electron shuttling has not been described
during microbial Fe(II) oxidation so far, and the influence of
HS on mineral formation during microbial Fe(II) oxidation
under growth conditions has not yet been studied systemati-
cally.
Another important constituent of environmental systems that

potentially influence the products of microbial iron oxidation
are existing Fe minerals. Such minerals can sorb nutrients and
contaminants, at the same time the mineral surfaces can also act
as nucleation sites for further crystal growth and thus influence
the thermodynamics and kinetics of mineral formation and thus
the identity of the mineral product. The continued growth of
existing crystals requires less energy compared to homogeneous
nucleation, that is, the spontaneous nucleation of new particles
out of a supersaturated solution.32 This leads to preferential
growth of existing nucleation sites instead of formation of new
crystallites. Seeding is a widely used technique used for crystal
growth in industrial applications such as the production of fine
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, the semiconductor industry,33,34

Table 1. Mössbauer Spectroscopy Results (Obtained at 140K) for Iron Minerals Formed During Fe(II) Oxidation by Acidovorax
sp. BoFeN1 in the Presence of Different Iron Mineral Nucleation Sites and Humic Substancesa

sample
mineral seeds added

[μg/mL] modelb
center shift
[mm/s]

quadrupole splitting
[mm/s]

hyperfine field
[T]

area
[%]

no seeds 0 Fe(III)c 0.44 0.68 0.7
goethite 0.47 −0.24 40.9 99.3

goethite 39 goethite 0.47 −0.24 41.1 100.0
hematite 156 siderite 1.32 2.24 13.5

hematited 0.46 0.40 53.5 1.3
goethite 0.46 −0.24 42.2 85.2

magnetite 137 goethite 0.45 −0.22 43.4 84.5
Mag Tete 0.33 −0.04 50.4 9.3
Mag Octf 0.83 0.04 49.0 6.2

summagnetite (Tet and Oct)j 15.5
magnetite and humic substances [0.42 mg/mL] 137 Fe(III)g 0.45 0.65 12.6

goethiteh 0.45 −0.22 38.7 87.4
magnetite n.d. n.d. n.d. n.d

magnetite No BoFeN1; Fe(II) oxidation by
H2O2

137 Fe(III)i 0.53 0.70 66.0
Fe(II)i 1.20 2.50 30.0
Mag Tete 0.33 −0.08 50.7 2.3
Mag Octf 0.84 0.08 49.0 1.6

summagnetite (Tet and Oct)k 3.9
aThe amounts of seeds added were normalized to the same number of surface sites in all setups. In the sterile control (no BoFeN1 cells) the Fe(II)
was oxidized by H2O2. Area gives model results for the respective mineral phases in % of 57Fe present in the respective sample. n.d.: not detectable
(below detection limit). bSpectral data was modeled using Voigt-based spectral lines. The models for (super)paramagnetic phases comprise two
peaks (doublet) for magnetically split phases showing a hyperfine field six peaks (sextet). Each spectral fit is a linear combination of the respective
models. cPoorly crystalline Fe(III), most probably ferrihydrite. dHematite originating from added nucleation sites. Calculations based on the initial
57Fe distribution predict ∼3% of the 57Fe to be present in hematite. eMagnetite, tetrahedral sites, Fe oxidation state is Fe(III). fMagnetite, octahedral
sites. Sites are populated by Fe(II) and Fe(III), with a ratio of 1:1 in stoichiometric magnetite. gPoorly crystalline Fe(III), most probably
nanogoethite. hPoorly crystalline with significantly reduced hyperfine field compared to bulk goethite. iPoorly crystalline Fe(II) and Fe(III) which
represent a mixture of carbonate green rusts, ferrihydrite and siderite. Due to the low crystallinity, an accurate distinction of single phases is not
possible. 77K spectra of the same sample suggest ∼48% carbonate green rust, ∼33% ferrihydrite and ∼14% siderite. jThe initial magnetite nucleation
sites contribute ∼2−3% of spectral area (calculated on the basis of 57Fe content) while the remaining 12.5−13.5% of the magnetite signal is
attributed to minerals formed during Fe(II) oxidation. kMagnetite originating from added nucleation sites. Calculations based on the initial 57Fe
distribution predict 2−3% of the 57Fe to be present in magnetite.
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but also in the production of technical iron oxides for acid mine
drainage remediation.35 Mineral adsorbents can control the
identity and morphology of the Fe(III) product formed during
abiotic Fe(II) oxidation with metallic and organic contami-
nants.36−38 However, the influence of mineral nucleation sites
on the mineralogy of microbial Fe(II) oxidation in environ-
ments such as soils or lake sediments is unknown.
Therefore, the goal and the innovative aspect of the present

study was to identify and quantify the minerals produced by
Acidovorax sp. BoFeN1 in presence of mineral additions of
goethite, hematite and magnetite that can potentially function
as nucleation sites and to compare these results to setups
without initially present minerals. Additionally, we investigated
the influence of HS on the minerals formed in the presence of
magnetite.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS

Source of Microorganism. Strain BoFeN1 is a chemo-
organotrophic, nitrate-reducing ß-Proteobacterium closely
related to Acidovorax sp. isolated from Lake Constance
sediments. BoFeN1 grows mixotrophically oxidizing ferrous
iron with acetate as organic cosubstrate.9,39

Microbial Growth Media and Growth Conditions. For
routine cultivation of strain BoFeN1, 10 mM Na-nitrate and 5
mM Na-acetate were added to 22 mM bicarbonate-buffered
mineral medium (pH 7.1, for composition see Supporting
Information (SI) Table S1), prepared anoxically as described in
detail by Hegler et al. and Hohmann et al.3,40 For mineral
precipitation experiments, 10 mM Fe(II) from a sterile 1 M
FeCl2 stock solution was added followed by precipitation of
whitish, poorly crystalline Fe(II) carbonates and Fe(II)
phosphates.41 Precipitate-free medium was then prepared by
sterile filtration (0.22 μm, mixed cellulose esters, Millipore) in
an anoxic glovebox (Braun, 100% N2 atmosphere) according to
Kappler and Newman41 and contained a final Fe(II)
concentration of 6−8 mM and a remaining concentration of
10−20 μM phosphate. This precipitate-free medium is still
oversaturated in respect to siderite (SI Table S2) but due to the
slow kinetics of siderite precipitation42 only little siderite
precipitation was observed during microbial Fe(II) oxidation
and all Fe(III) minerals present can be attributed to microbial
activity.
Nucleation Site Minerals and 57Fe Solution. In order to

discriminate between the initially present mineral phases (seed
minerals) and newly formed biogenic minerals, we used seed
minerals of natural isotopic composition (2.2% 57Fe) and
57Fe(II) enriched growth media in combination with 57Fe−
Mössbauer spectroscopy in order to identify and quantify newly
formed minerals by their enhanced signal strength. 57Fe(II)
solution (500 mM) was obtained by dissolving 95% pure
57Fe(0) metal (Chemgas) in anoxic 1 M HCl within an anoxic
glovebox (Braun, 100% N2 atmosphere). The solution was
filtered (0.45 μm, mixed cellulose esters, Millipore) to remove
possible particulate residues. As nucleation sites, commercially
available goethite (specific surface area (ssa) = 9.2 m2 g−1, 2
surface sites nm−2, 0.6−0.9 μm length), hematite (ssa = 2.1 m2

g−1, 3 surface sites nm−2, 0.1−0.3 μm) and magnetite (ssa = 3.8
m2 g−1, 2.2 surface sites nm−2, 0.3−0.6 μm) were used
(Lanxess). In order to provide the same amount of surface sites
for nucleation, the amount of nucleation site minerals was
adjusted according to the respective specific surface area and
surface site densities of the minerals to provide 4 × 1016 surface

sites per mL of final medium. The amounts of mineral seeds
added are given in Table 1. For the experiments, a 50× stock
suspension of each mineral (22 mM for goethite, 49 mM for
hematite, and 30 mM for magnetite) was prepared in sterile
demineralized water and deoxygenized by alternating applica-
tion of vacuum and N2. Aliquots of the stock suspension were
then transferred, while agitated to homogenize the suspension,
to the experimental bottles in the glovebox.

Humic Substance Solution. Pahokee peat humic acids
(PPHA) were purchased from the International Humic
Substance Society. The PPHA were dissolved in 88.6 mM
NaCl solution to a final concentration of 10 mg/mL and pH
was adjusted to 7.0 using NaOH. The stock solution was sterile
filtered (0.22 μm, mixed cellulose esters, Millipore) and
deoxygenized by alternating application of vacuum and N2.

Experimental Setup. Serum bottles (58 mL) were rinsed
with 1 M HCl and distilled water prior to sterilization in order
to obtain uniform surface properties of the glass. Twenty-five
mL of filtered medium was filled anoxically into each bottle; the
bottles were flushed with N2/CO2 (90/10), closed with a butyl
stopper and crimped. Each bottle was spiked with 75 μL of
anoxic 57Fe(II) stock solution (500 mM) and 0.5 mL of 50×
nucleation site suspension. The inoculum was 1.25 mL of an
iron-free BoFeN1 culture (grown with acetate/nitrate only)
and the culture bottles were incubated for 12−14 days at 28 °C.
All treatments were set up in replicate bottles. For mineral
analysis representative bottles were chosen. Controls using
sterile medium including nucleation sites were either chemically
oxidized with 100 μL of 35% H2O2 (Acros Organics) and
incubated for 7 days at 28 °C or incubated without oxidation at
28 °C for 12−14 days. H2O2 as chemical oxidant was chosen to
avoid secondary effects by other ions introduced such as, for
example, Mn from permanganate and to provide fast and
complete oxidation.

Analytical Methods. For quantification of total Fe(II) and
Fe(III), 100 μL of culture suspension were withdrawn
anoxically with a syringe via a needle and added to 900 μL of
1 M HCl for 24 h at room temperature. After dissolution of the
biogenic minerals (the nucleation site material did not dissolve
completely), iron was quantified by the ferrozine assay.43

For Mössbauer spectroscopic mineral analysis, biologically
formed mineral precipitates were filtered (0.45 μm, mixed
cellulose esters, Millipore) in an anoxic glovebox (100% N2).
Size exclusion during the filtration step was not expected since
iron oxide particles down to a size of ∼7 nm were effectively
immobilized on the membranes (indicated by the clear filtrate
in our experiments). The filters were sealed between two layers
of oxygen-impermeable adhesive polyimide film (Kapton) in
the glovebox. Samples were mounted in a close-cycle exchange-
gas cryostat (Janis cryogenics) that allowed stepwise cooling of
the sample to 4.5 K. The samples were analyzed at 140, 77, and
4.5 K. Mössbauer spectra were collected with a constant
acceleration drive system in transmission mode and with a 57Co
source (WissEL). Spectra were calibrated against a spectrum of
alpha-Fe metal foil collected at room temperature. Spectra
calibration and fitting was performed with Recoil software
(University of Ottawa) using Voigt based spectral lines.
Samples for SEM were taken anoxically from the bottles,

filtered onto 0.22 μm pore size polycarbonate filters (What-
man), washed twice with anoxic demineralized water and dried
under anoxic conditions. Samples were sputter coated with 8−9
nm Pt (BAL-TEC SCD 005/CEA 035, Bal-Tec, now Leica),
and images were taken using a LEO 1450vp microscope (LEO
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electronics, Ltd., now Zeiss SMP) with an acceleration of 10
KeV.

■ RESULTS
Microbial Fe(II) oxidation by the nitrate-reducing Fe(II)-
oxidizer Acidovorax sp. BoFeN1 was studied in the presence of
added goethite, hematite, and magnetite minerals in order to
determine their ability function as nucleation sites and their
influence on Fe(II) oxidation mineral products. Acidovorax sp.
BoFeN1 oxidized ∼6 mM Fe(II) within one week both in the
absence and presence of added minerals (Figure 1), which is

consistent with previous rates of Fe(II) oxidation published for
this strain.9,39 This suggests that the presence of the minerals
did not change Fe(II) availability for the microbial cells
significantly (e.g., via surface complexation of Fe(II) by the
mineral seeds) and did not have any negative or positive effect
on Fe metabolism. From this data, we conclude that (i) the
oxidation rate and thus the Fe(III) formation rate was the same
in all experiments, and (ii) all differences observed in
mineralogy are solely due to the presence of the mineral
nucleation sites and are not related to different Fe(II) oxidation
rates caused by the addition of the minerals.
Mössbauer spectra of minerals formed by BoFeN1 in the

absence of any mineral addition showed goethite as the sole
iron oxidation product (Figure 2A and Table 1 for Mössbauer
modeling parameters). This is in agreement with previous
findings for BoFeN1 in bicarbonate buffered growth media.3,23

When adding goethite as nucleation sites, again goethite was
the sole product of Fe(II) oxidation (Figure 2B). Addition of
hematite to Fe(II)-containing medium inoculated with BoFeN1
did not initiate any hematite formation during Fe(II) oxidation.
Hematite visible in the spectrum (1.3% of the spectral area in
the mineral products) can be attributed to the 57Fe naturally
present in the initially added hematite material (Figure 2E).
Instead of additional hematite, goethite was formed as Fe(III)
phase in the presence of hematite plus some additional siderite
(13.5%) that was probably precipitated due to Fe(II)-
bicarbonate supersaturation from the medium.

In contrast, after Fe(II) oxidation by BoFeN1 in the presence
of magnetite, Mössbauer spectra of the mineral products
demonstrated that about 15.5% of the Fe in the precipitates was
present in form of magnetite in addition to a large fraction of
Fe present as goethite (Figure 2C). The amount of 57Fe from
the initially present magnetite that served as nucleation sites
accounts for 2−3% of the spectral area (calculated from the
distribution of 57Fe and 56Fe in all dissolved and precipitated Fe
compounds in the system). The amount of 15.5% spectral area
thus represents a five to 6-fold increase in the 57Fe magnetite
signal. Sterile controls with 57Fe(II) and 56Fe(II) that were
oxidized by H2O2 within a few minutes and then incubated for
7 days show 4% magnetite under otherwise the same
geochemical conditions as the biotic experiments (Figure 2F).
The amount of 57Fe from the initial magnetite in the sterile
controls accounts for 2−3% (calculated from the distribution of
57Fe and 56Fe in all dissolved and precipitated Fe compounds in
the system), which means that no significant magnetite
formation took place in these abiotic Fe(II) oxidation
experiments while the slower oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III)
by BoFeN1 in the presence of initially added magnetite lead to
crystallization of magnetite (Figure 2C). The poorly crystalline
precipitates from the chemically oxidized control (H2O2)
consisted of 66% Fe(III) and 30% Fe(II) and form a mixture of
carbonate green rusts, ferrihydrite, and siderite but not goethite
(Figure 2F). The individual minerals in this mixture could not
be quantified separately due to overlapping features in the
Mössbauer spectra.
Because only magnetite and not hematite or goethite resulted

in the formation of a new mineral (magnetite) in addition to
goethite, the effect of humic substances was investigated only
for the magnetite nucleation site experiments. When adding
humic substances to magnetite-seeded setups containing
BoFeN1 cells, the Fe(II) oxidation rates did not change
based on Fe(II) quantification after 5 days (data not shown),
and no magnetite but rather poorly crystalline goethite (87.4%)
and a paramagnetic phase similar to nanosized goethite (12.6%)
was formed (Figure 2D).
Abiotic sterile controls with either goethite, hematite or

magnetite seeds that were incubated in Fe(II)-containing
growth medium for two weeks but not chemically oxidized by
H2O2 showed formation of small amounts of siderite (Figure
3). Siderite precipitation is expected in aged growth medium
that is oversaturated with bicarbonate and Fe(II)dissolved (SI
Table S2). A second Fe(II) doublet was present in the spectra
of the abiotic sterile controls that did not resemble vivianite
[Fe3(PO4)2·8H2O]. This doublet was in fact observed in all
spectra that contained siderite precipitated within Fe(II)-rich
media, that is, also in the microbially active hematite setup. This
doublet has not been definitively identified but is labeled
“siderite-associated Fe(II)” in Figures 2 and 3. One potential
candidate is chukanovite (ferrous hydroxy carbonate).16,44 In
addition to the Fe(II) solids, the initially added minerals were
clearly visible in the respective Mössbauer spectra of the sterile
controls (Figure 3). This suggests that the added minerals were
stable in the medium over the course of the experiments.
Electron microscopy analysis of magnetite used as nucleation

site material before (Figure 4A) and after incubation for 14
days in sterile, nonoxidized controls showed precipitation of
small amounts of minerals after 14 days. This was most
probably siderite (and potentially other carbonates), stemming
from the medium being oversaturated with bicarbonate and
ferrous iron (Figure 4B, arrow labeled 1; SI Table S2). Siderite

Figure 1. Oxidation of Fe(II) by the nitrate-reducing Fe(II)-oxidizing
strain Acidovorax sp. BoFeN1 in the absence of nucleation sites and in
the presence of goethite, hematite, and magnetite nucleation seeds,
respectively. Oxidation was followed until the dissolved Fe(II) in the
growth medium was fully oxidized. Mössbauer spectroscopy analysis of
mineral products was performed 9−11 days after complete oxidation.
Error bars indicate standard deviation of three parallel cultures.
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precipitation was confirmed as described above by Mössbauer
spectroscopy (Figure 3C). The electron micrographs also
showed that the magnetite crystals incubated in growth
medium under sterile conditions did not change in morphology
(Figure 4A and B). Micrographs from biotic setups containing
BoFeN1, magnetite and Fe(II) taken after complete oxidation
of the Fe(II) showed the formation of cell-mineral aggregates
that were dominated by needle-like minerals that were closely
associated with cells or even encrusting the cells (Figure 4C).
Distinct octahedral magnetite crystals were only found in some
images. The lower abundance of magnetite in comparison to
encrusted cells within the images matches the observations
within Mössbauer spectra, which showed that the 57Fe(II)
precipitated to 84.5% as goethite, which has a needle-like

morphology, and 15.5% was present as magnetite upon
oxidation.

■ DISCUSSION

The geochemical and microbiological influences on iron
mineral transformation in soil and sediments have been subject
to extensive investigations due to the importance of iron
minerals in nutrient cycling and contaminant remedia-
tion.1,6−8,45 Due to the complex composition of soils and
sediments (e.g., mineral particles of various composition and
size, biota, humic substances, fluctuating geochemical con-
ditions, etc.), most of these studies used simplified laboratory
systems, and many questions related to heterogeneous systems
remain unresolved, for example, the combined effect of
dissolved HS and added minerals. The aim of the present

Figure 2. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra (measured at 140K) of minerals resulting after oxidation of approximately 6 mM of 57Fe-enriched Fe(II) by
Acidovorax sp. BoFeN1. Minerals were collected from representative bottles 9−11 days after full oxidation of the dissolved Fe(II) present in the
growth medium. (A) without additions, (B) in the presence of goethite, (C) in the presence of magnetite, (D) in the presence of magnetite plus 0.42
mg mL−1 humic substances, and (E) in the presence of hematite. (F) Sterile control in the presence of magnetite with dissolved Fe(II) being partially
oxidized using H2O2.
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study was to investigate whether the presence of different iron
(oxyhydr)oxide mineral phases during Fe(II) oxidation by the
nitrate-reducing Fe(II)-oxidizing strain Acidovorax sp. BoFeN1
influences the identity of the iron minerals formed during
Fe(II) oxidation.
Mineral Formation by Acidovorax sp. BoFeN1 under

Different Geochemical Conditions. In the absence of
minerals, during oxidation of dissolved Fe(II) in bicarbonate
buffered mineral media that contained low concentrations of
phosphate (<1 mM), strain BoFeN1 and a related Acidovorax
strain sp. 2AN were previously shown to encrust its cells with a
layer of small, needle-like goethite particles.3,9,46 The present
study confirmed these findings and identified goethite as the
mineral product after complete Fe(II) oxidation in comparable
growth medium (Figures 2A and 4C). Goethite formation in
bicarbonate-buffered mineral medium was also observed as one
of the end products of Fe(II) oxidation by other anaerobic
Fe(II)-oxidizing bacteria.41,47,48 However, goethite is not the
only mineral that is precipitated by strain BoFeN1. Carbonate
green rust was detected in BoFeN1 cultures as intermediate
phase during the first two days of Fe(II) oxidation.49 In the
presence of several mM of dissolved phosphate or in the initial
presence of the Fe(II)-phosphate vivianite, the Fe(II) oxidation
product consisted mainly of amorphous Fe(III)-phos-
phates.24,50

Additionally, metal ions such as As(III) and As(V) were
shown to influence the identity and crystallinity of the
mineralization product. In particular increasing As(V) concen-
trations led to a decrease in crystallinity of the minerals and to
the formation of a mineral mixture consisting of goethite and
ferrihydrite.3 In another study, cell suspension experiments with
BoFeN1 without growth medium showed that the mineralogy
of Fe(II) oxidation is also influenced by the buffer system used,
as lepidocrocite formed instead of goethite when bicarbonate

was replaced by organic MOPS buffer,23 which is consistent
with results from abiotic mineral synthesis experiments where
the presence of CO2 was shown to promote goethite formation
at the expense of lepidocrocite formation.51,52 In summary, the
above studies demonstrate that the mineral formation during
Fe(II) oxidation in BoFeN1 cultures strongly depends on the
solution chemistry. On the other hand, the occurrence of the
metastable intermediate green rust before the formation of the
final oxidation product goethite suggests that slow kinetics of
mineral formation during Fe(II) oxidation control mineral
identity as well.49

Consequences of Kinetic Constraints on Microbial
Fe(II) Oxidation Products. While the geochemical conditions
during Fe(II) oxidation are expected to ultimately control the
mineral (trans)formation pathways leading to the thermody-
namically most stable mineralization product under the given
conditions, kinetic factors have to be considered as well. The
thermodynamically most favorable product may not form due
to a higher activation energy required compared to a less stable
product.53 Particularly when Fe(III) production rates are much
too fast to allow equilibrium between the reactant (i.e., Fe2+),
the initial oxidation product (i.e., Fe3+ formed during the
oxidation process) and the final reaction products (i.e., Fe(III)
minerals), the formation of poorly ordered phases is favored
over the thermodynamically stable, highly crystalline product.53

In the presented experiments rapid abiotic oxidation of 7 mM
Fe(II) by H2O2 within a few minutes in the presence of
magnetite led to the formation of only poorly crystalline
mineral phases (Figure 2F), which were impossible to be
identified and quantified individually. In contrast, much slower
microbial oxidation by BoFeN1 with maximum rates of <4 mM
per day (Figure 1) led, probably via some intermediate green
rust formation,49 both in the presence and absence of added

Figure 3. 57Fe Mössbauer spectra (measured at 140K) of minerals resulting after aging of ∼6 mM of 57Fe-enriched Fe(II) medium for 14 days in the
presence of mineral nucleation sites goethite (A), hematite (B), and magnetite (C).
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minerals to crystalline goethite and goethite-magnetite
mixtures, respectively (Figure 2A−E).
It has to be noted that magnetite is stable under the

experimental conditions (Figures 3C and 4), and because it was
suggested that BoFeN1 can only utilize dissolved Fe(II),50 we
do not expect magnetite to be oxidized by BoFeN1. This means
that both goethite and magnetite form in parallel either directly
from dissolved Fe(II) and Fe(III) or from less stable precursors
like ferrihydrite or green rusts. Magnetite formation is
thermodynamically favorable in many experimental systems
containing both Fe(II) and Fe(III), and during microbial
Fe(III) reduction magnetite formation is indeed commonly
observed.54 The transformation process is thought to be
topotactic solid state conversion of ferrihydrite induced by
sorbed Fe(II).51,54,55 In contrast, during microbial Fe(II)
oxidation, magnetite formation has only been described for
the phototrophic Fe(II)-oxidizer Rhodopseudomonas palustris
strain TIE156 and the Fe(II)-oxidizing strain Azospira oryzae
PS.,57 although in the latter case the evidence for magnetite
from the provided XRD diffractograms is questionable. The

reason why magnetite formation is kinetically hindered
(although thermodynamically expected) during microbial
Fe(II) oxidation could be that (i) different rates of Fe(II)
oxidation lead to different local Fe(II)/Fe(III) ratios compared
to microbial Fe(III) reduction or (ii) the initial lack of large
amounts of solid Fe(III) phases prevents topotactic solid state
conversion to magnetite as observed during ferrihydrite
reduction. Evidence that kinetic factors influence biogenic
iron mineral transformation is also found for microbial Fe(III)
reduction. Under flow through conditions, low ferrihydrite
reduction rates lead to goethite formation while faster rates lead
to magnetite formation.58 Based on similar results, Zachara19

suggested a conceptual model where reduction rates control the
mineralogy during microbial hydrous ferric oxide reduction
with high ferrihydrite reduction rates leading to the formation
of siderite, intermediate rates leading to magnetite and low
rates to the more stable Fe(III) oxyhydroxides goethite via a
dissolution reprecipitation mechanism. These observations
illustrate how a combination of kinetics and thermodynamics
controls the mineralization process during microbial iron redox
transformation.

Influence of Mineral Addition on the Kinetics of
Mineral Precipitation and Transformation. In systems
where kinetic constraints influence mineral formation,
nucleation sites can have a significant influence on mineraliza-
tion since they eliminate the activation energy necessary for
spontaneous nucleation of certain minerals, which is higher
compared to energy necessary for growth of existing particles.33

However, providing seeding crystals does not guarantee
homoepitactic growth, that is, the mineral growing on the
nucleation site may be different from the seed. For this process,
termed heteroepitactitc growth, the crystallographic lattice
parameters of the seeding phase and the epitactic growing
phase need to match in distance, with a few percent deviation
being possible.33

Besides mineral surfaces, organic matrices (including micro-
bially produced EPS or microbially produced cellular
appendices, i.e., organic fibres) can also act as templates for
mineral nucleation.22,59 Additionally, negatively charged micro-
bial cell surfaces attract metal cations and positively charged
colloidal mineral precipitates, initiating mineral precipitation at
the cell surface. Such a scenario is envisioned for strain BoFeN1
where cell encrustation in Fe(III) minerals is observed after
Fe(II) oxidation in initially particle free, filtered medium. The
minerals added in our experiments therefore compete with the
cell surfaces for mineral nucleation.
In our experiments, Mössbauer spectroscopy did not show

changes in mineral identity or crystallinity due to the addition
of goethite as potential nucleation sites (Figure 2A and B).
BoFeN1 cells became encrusted also in the presence of goethite
seeds, which suggest the cell surface of BoFeN1 provides
favorable conditions for mineral nucleation and growth in spite
of a competitive goethite surface. However, it was not possible
to quantify the amount of goethite encrusting the cells vs the
total amount of goethite formed. For magnetite nucleation sites
we could show that these did initiate magnetite formation
during Fe(II) oxidation by BoFeN1, while the addition of
hematite did not initiate formation of hematite but rather lead
to goethite formation. This is somewhat unexpected since
hematite formation during oxidation of Fe(II) (with the
underlying hematite functioning as the oxidant) was described
previously.60,61 The reason for this difference is currently
unclear.

Figure 4. SEM micrographs of (A) magnetite nucleation site minerals
before incubation, and (B) magnetite nucleation sites in sterile
controls aged for 14 days in 22 mM bicarbonate buffered growth
medium. Arrow labeled “1” points to precipitates, most probably
siderite, which formed due to the oversaturation of the medium with
bicarbonate (see also Figure 3). (C) Minerals formed in Acidovorax sp.
BoFeN1 cultures seeded with magnetite after 5 days of incubation.
Arrows labeled “2” point to mineral encrusted Acidovorax sp. BoFeN1
cells.
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SEM images of cultures containing magnetite seeds showed
that precipitates on the cells after complete Fe(II) oxidation
(Figure 3C) look morphologically similar to the goethite
encrustations formed without nucleation sites.3,9,39 Combined
SEM and Mössbauer spectroscopy results suggest they are most
likely goethite. Thus the mineral precipitation at the cell surface
is not altered by the magnetite nucleation sites. The increase in
magnetite content in the magnetite seeded Fe(II) oxidation
cultures is therefore likely to be due to growth of the magnetite
seeds. However, Mössbauer spectroscopy as a bulk technique
does not allow spatially resolved analysis of mineral identity.
Future studies employing synchrotron based STXM would
potentially allow for mineral identification at the oxide surface.
The hypothesis that the magnetite nucleation sites grow and

no magnetite precipitation occurs at the cell surface or in the
periplasm has important implications for the Fe(II) oxidation
mechanism. For strain BoFeN1 it was suggested that Fe(II) is
oxidized in the periplasm.24 In a recent report, Miot et al.62

showed that the encrustation of BoFeN1 cells begins to form at
the plasma membrane and then grows into the periplasm. If
Fe(II) is oxidized at the plasma membrane and at the same
time the magnetite nucleation seeds grow (at a distance to the
cells) this implies that Fe(III) is transported from the microbial
cells to the mineral seeds, either in the form of complexed
(dissolved) Fe(III) or as small colloids. Indeed, flow-chamber
experiments using the nitrate-reducing, Fe(II) oxidizing strain
Acidovorax sp. 2AN did not show cell encrustation at Fe(II)
concentrations below 250 μM in contrast to batch experiments
with mM concentrations of Fe(II), suggesting that a certain
amount of Fe(III) can be transported away from the cell.46

Assuming similar oxidation mechanisms for strain BoFeN1 and
2AN, it is therefore possible that some Fe(III) is transported
from the periplasm out of the cell allowing the formation of
magnetite at the magnetite seeds. Alternatively, nitrite,
occurring as a metabolic intermediate during nitrate reduction
with electrons stemming from acetate oxidation by the
mixotrophic strain BoFeN19 could chemically oxidize Fe(II)
at a distance from the cells, leading either to the growth of the
magnetite nucleation sites or to metastable, mixed-valent
mineral phases like green rust. Potential abiotic reactions
occurring during microbial nitrate-dependent Fe(II) oxidation
were discussed in detail in a recent paper by Picardal.63 As a
third possibility, the growth of the magnetite could be also
promoted by recrystallization of metastable mineral phases such
as green rusts.9 As mentioned above, carbonate green rust was
recently identified as an intermediate mineral phase during
Fe(II) oxidation by BoFeN1.49 Transformation of carbonate
green rust phases to a variety of more stable mixed valent or
ferric iron (hydr)oxides was described, among others to
magnetite, goethite and hematite.51,57,64 Thus, carbonate
green rusts, which may form during the first days of Fe(II)
oxidation by BoFeN1 can be considered as a source for both
goethite formation and growth of magnetite crystals.
Influence of Humic Substances. Humic substances (HS)

are typically negatively charged in pH-neutral medium and can
therefore sorb to the surfaces of iron minerals that are positively
charged under neutral conditions such as ferrihydrite (pzc 7.8−
7.9), goethite (pzc 7.5−9.5), and magnetite (pzc 6.3−
7.1).51,65,66 As a consequence of these interactions, the mineral
surface properties are altered and therefore influences on
further mineral transformations are expected. In the particular
case where HS were added to growth medium that contained
magnetite nucleation sites, HS first inhibited magnetite

formation probably by binding of Fe(III) formed during Fe(II)
oxidation and particularly by preventing Fe(II) sorption to the
initially formed Fe(III) phase thus preventing the topotactic
conversion of these Fe(III) phases to magnetite. Second, HS
present during mineral precipitation become coprecipitated
with the iron minerals, thereby disrupting the crystalline order
or restricting increase of the particle size, as it was shown for
HS as well as for other organic compounds.23,26,27,67,68 Larese-
Casanova23 showed for MOPS-buffered (carbonate-free)
BoFeN1 cell suspensions a significant influence of HS at
concentrations above 1 mM DOC in nucleation site-free
experiments where goethite replaced lepidocrocite as dominant
phase and the overall mineral crystallinity decreased. The HS
concentration of 0.42 mg HS mL−1 in our experiments
corresponds to a DOC concentration of ∼17.5 mM, which is
nearly 6-fold higher than the highest DOC concentration used
by Larese-Casanova.23 And indeed, Mössbauer spectroscopy
analysis of the goethite formed in the presence of HS showed a
significant decrease of the average magnetic hyperfine field for
the goethite itself and additionally suggested the formation of
nanogoethite (Table 1), both evidence for a lower crystallinity
of the mineral products.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this study we showed that the presence of existing mineral
surfaces during biomineralization can change the biomineraliza-
tion products, as magnetite seeds triggered further magnetite
formation during oxidation of Fe(II) by bacteria that otherwise
did not produce magnetite. Humic substances inhibited this
process probably by a surface coating. Furthermore, it was
shown that not all mineral seeds tested triggered homoepitactic
growth, so the ability to serve as nucleation site depends on
mineral specific properties. The demonstrated influence of
nucleation sites on mineral products formed by the Fe(II)-
oxidizing nitrate-reducing strain BoFeN1 is helpful in
interpreting the larger phenomena of microbial Fe(II)
oxidation, biomineral formation, geochemical controls, and
the consequences of microbial mineral formation for nutrients
and pollutants in the environment.
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